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PIERCE MILL ENTERTAINMENT & EDUCATION 

JOURNALIST (Story Sourcing) 
CONSULTANT SEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT 

USAID-Funded Project 
  
 
Position:   Journalist (Story Sourcing) 

Location:   Remote 

Reporting to:   Pierce Mill Entertainment & Education, Washington, DC (PM) 

Purpose:   Generate public report that will help inform the design of media 
programs addressing provision of safer foods for people in low- and 
middle-income countries.   

Duration:  Contract work, beginning immediately, to be completed by August 28. 

Application Due Date: July 15, 2020, but applications are reviewed on an ongoing basis. 

 

 
INTRODUCTION TO THE Feed the Future EatSafe PROJECT  

The Feed the Future EatSafe (Evidence and Action Towards Safe, Nutritious Food) program aims 
to generate evidence and knowledge of the potential of consumer demand for safe food in low- 
and middle-income countries (LMICs). EatSafe interventions will also work with informal market 
food vendors to encourage and prepare them to respond to rising demand for safe food from 
consumers.  

The five-year program is funded by USAID and will be undertaken by a consortium led by the 
Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition and containing Pierce Mill Entertainment & Education 
(Pierce Mill, PM) and the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI). 

PM is tasked with developing a media-based intervention aimed at vendors of informal markets in 
peri urban areas. These media will be paired with / embedded into a more formal intervention, 
such as training or some other form of vendor mobilization and preparation for action. 
 

THE POSITION: Journalist (Story Sourcing) 

As a component of formative research, PM seeks a Journalist with extensive experience 
interviewing people and finding hidden stories that can be used to shed light on the larger 
community and practices of interest.  
 
A key component of EatSafe will be the production of social and behavior change 
communications (SBCC) media aimed at positively impacting behavior around the sale and 
consumption of safe food. Many of these media productions will be aimed specifically at vendors 
of perishable foods. Stories taken directly from vendors will be the foundation of these 
productions (see “Story Sourcing” section below).  
 
To help make those productions effective, PM is looking to learn from the process of producing 
other SBCC media programs globally. By interviewing practitioners, researchers, and funders of 
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SBCC programing across disciplines we want to learn about the gaps between best practice of 
developing an SBCC program and realities on the ground; explore technological and design 
innovations; and consider what practitioners hope to see emerge on the horizon. PM is also 
interested in exploring how administrative, funding and organizational constraints influence the 
nature and scope of produced SBCC programs. All of this is done to help inform and improve 
SBCC productions for EatSafe and beyond. 
 
The Journalist will work in close collaboration with PM, who has contacts across the SBCC world. 
You would be expected to interview some of PM’s contacts in addition to finding additional 
relevant persons to interview.  
 

Background: Story Sourcing in the context of EatSafe 
 
Story sourcing is the semi-formal and journalistic practice of gathering stories directly from the 
audience of interest to inform the design of SBCC media programs. In the case of EatSafe, PM is 
conducting story sourcing amongst food vendors, one of the key audiences of the program. We 
are after anecdotes from vendors’ daily life at home, at work, and within the community to 
uncover trends that will help inform the writing of compelling and memorable media programs 
relevant to the target audience.  
 
Concurrently, we are seeking a journalist to conduct a “remote” story sourcing activity among 
leading SBCC practitioners, researchers, and funders globally to inform the design and 
production process of the media program. Speaking with SBCC practitioners, researchers, and 
funders to uncover stories and anecdotes (of both successes and challenges) will shed light on 
processes and practices that can lead to more effective media-based SBCC programming.  

 
SCOPE OF WORK: JOURNALIST (STORY SOURCING) 
 

• Initial meeting (remote) with PM for detailed overview of project; 
• Brief weekly meetings with PM for status updates and process refinements; 
• Research into SBCC activities globally (PM has knowledge and contacts in this space and 

will be available to launch journalist in right directions); 
• Create protocol for interviews that aligns with the story sourcing process; 
• In collaboration with PM, identify and secure interviews for, at minimum, five experienced 

SBCC practitioners, researchers, and funders. Interviewees should be from at least three 
different countries, including, at minimum, two from Africa and one from South East Asia; 

• Conduct interviews, with PM participating and recording (video and/or audio); 
• Draft of final write up (estimated at 5000 words) that incorporates findings based on the 

story sourcing process and interviews; Share it with PM for feedback. 
• Finalize write-up incorporating notes from PM. 

 

DELIVERABLES  
 
The Journalist will be expected to: 
 

• Secure at minimum five hour-long interviews with relevant practitioners, researchers, 
and funders of SBCC media, in collaboration with PM	
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• Document findings and highlight stories in an informative, comprehensive, and engaging 
write up, to be made available to the public 
 
	

TIMELINE 

Note: the timeline for this project is tight. There is little to no room for extensions, as this project 
must be completed, as per donor’s requirements, by the end of the government’s fiscal year. 

• Initial meeting with PM to happen in mid-July 
• Interview to be completed by mid-August 
• Final write up due by August 28 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESPONDING  
 
Please direct all inquiries and other communications to join@piercemillmedia.com.  
 
This is a remote position, so journalist can be located anywhere. Respondent must be fluent in 
English. All meetings will be conducted in English over Skype, and all deliverables must be 
submitted in English.   
 
Interested journalists should prepare:  
(a) A brief expression of interest including reasons for interest in the position, qualifications, and 

prior experience. Please no longer than half a page.  
(b) Fee, as expressed per word of final write-up.  
(c) LinkedIN profile or CV highlighting recent experience  
(d) Links to published articles or other written projects 
 
Please submit documents/links to (join@piercemillmedia.com) no later than July 15, 2020.  
Applications will be reviewed upon receipt.  
 
Please use the subject line ‘EatSafe Journalist – Applicant Name’ when responding.  
 
 
ABOUT PIERCE MILL ENTERTAINMENT & EDUCATION 
 
PM is an award winning, end-to-end media production house that creates social and behavior 
change media for some of the biggest NGOs, universities, and governments in the world, 
addressing some of the biggest challenges in the world.  
  
We discover universally human stories in all kinds of locations—from factory floors to preschools, 
from the halls of government to remote villages. And from these stories, we create compelling 
shows, movies, documentaries, animations, live events, and interactive programs that aim to 
have positive social impact.  
 
Working with an experienced team of program designers, media producers, and local creatives, 
we aim to make culturally relevant and globally significant media for targeted audiences and 
broader populations.  
 
www.piercemillmedia.com 


